
Moving from ATT to CTA
First of all, congratulations on completing your ATT - it’s a huge achievement and one 

you should be very proud of. As the Chartered Institute of Taxation (CIOT) does not 

allow students to start their CTA without a prior approved qualification, many students 

see their ATT as a fantastic stepping stone to becoming a leading tax professional. The 

ATT has formed the building blocks of knowledge for your CTA training – in fact the 

main difference between the qualifications is that, whilst the ATT focuses on compliance 

taxation, CTA focuses on advisory taxation. 

What will CTA do for my career?
The average starting salary for an ATT qualified Tax Advisor is between 

£19-25k, whereas a CTA qualified Chartered Tax Advisor could expect to 

earn between £35-50k*.
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*Salaries from the National Careers Service

How are the ATT and CTA similar?
Both qualifications are structured around May and November sittings  

with Taught and Revision courses, so your study schedule will stay 

roughly the same. 

How do ATT and CTA differ?
•  The ATT qualification is more focused at those looking to work in 

compliance – it covers the rules of tax and how those are used in 

real life. 

•  The CTA qualification however is more focused at those looking to 

work in advisory taxation – it covers applying the rules of tax to novel 

situations. 

This difference is shown in the exams – whilst ATT examinations are 

mainly number-based, CTA will look more for a writing and explanatory 

element in your answers.

How much longer does the CTA qualification take?
Whilst the ATT takes roughly 12-18 months to complete, the CTA takes 

roughly 18-24 months of studying.

What can I claim credits for?
Completing the Law and Ethics E-Assessments from your ATT 

qualification will entitle you to credits from the equivalent CTA papers, 

although you will have to pay a small application fee.



Is the CTA hard?
The CTA qualification is very well respected and prestigious, which 

means it will take hard work to earn it. Only around 500 people per 

year are admitted to CIOT and the national pass rate is roughly 40%. 

But don’t let this scare you! At BPP our CTA pass rates are consistently 

above the national average, and our expert tutor support will be the key 

to exam success. Our aim is to help you pass your exams first time, and 

gain your qualification. 

What’s the difference between the Direct and Indirect 
CTA route?
The Direct route is for those students who wish to specialise in direct 

taxation – for example, income tax or corporation tax, although you 

will need to know a little bit of VAT in this route, too. If you are already 

working in VAT and want to specialise in VAT or other indirect taxes 

such as customs duties, then you need the Indirect Route.

Registering for the CTA
To register as a CTA student you must have a prior qualification 

entitling you to a Confirmation of Eligibility. Usually the application for 

this would be £50, however you are automatically issued with a free 

Confirmation of Eligibility on completion of three ATT certificate papers 

and the two E-Assessments. In addition, your remaining ATT student 

registration can be transferred of to CIOT, saving you money. Just like 

ATT, you must be a registered student for at least four months before 

sitting a CTA exam. 

How do I start my CTA?
Our Taught courses for CTA start in February and August for the May 

and November sittings respectively. Visit our webpages to find out 

more about our courses, including Dates and Prices, and contact us to 

start your booking.
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